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lector to South America. It was ex-

pected that his trip would take at least
two years, and he carried with him

$40,000. He never came back out of
the South American forest. It was
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the same diseases with

Seeling-
- is general that the heavy pur-

chasers of steel rails will be forced

tato the market before long through
sheer necessity. The Iron and steel

industry In general is picking up.
Textile manufacturing Is still at low

ebb, with little prospect of immediate

Improvement.
In New England the shutdown of

riming interests Is restricting con-

sumption of general merchandise.

The outlook for excellent yields for

all grains is all that could be
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Orchids are found in a number of

PoifiVflOYAL PILLSdifferent tropical countries. Some of
the finest are said to come from the
Philippines. It is believed that there
remain In these islands many choice
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lteitaaMaai alaawa Daaara. I'MiLa tttSt Petersburg, July 1. The bodies

esT Lieutenant Cherkazoff and the 20

moea who were drowned by the sinking
e the submarine boat Delfln at her

moorings In the Neva, off the Baltic
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Mexico and other countries.
There are persons who collect or-

chids as others do coins or postage
stamps, paying large sums for single

plants. It Is said that a sum nearly
twice as large as the largest price paid
for a tulip bulb In the time of the
famous tulip craze, $5,200, was paid
In London last year for one plant, and

that the stock of another is valued at
$10,000. The highest valued orchid is

said to be in the collection of Sir

Trevor Lawrence of Dorking, England.

lave been brought to St. Petersburg '.I Mil (;ofirenunt.1,000 TONS IIUMamlwiMilir.
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A transcontinental trav-
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Its value has not been tested by sale,

however, as the owner cultivates or-

chids for bis own pleasure solely.
Miss Gould Is said to have paid $5,000

for one plant
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former New paper Man Kills His Wife

snd Then Himselg

New York, July L After a separa-

tion of a year and a half, Lester Hay,

formerly connected with a Brooklyn

newspaper, has killed his wife and

ewmmitted suicide at Ocean Grove, N.

X Mrs.May had been living with her
mother and was walking toward her
Borne with her child when

she encountered her husband.
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teams are required to move them, and

so old that they outrank the lives of

most men. Baron Aponoya, an Hunga
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zuelan a plant which was said to be nuanniaim, nMO
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